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Abstract
This paper analyses the approach to resource discovery in the educational domain and stresses this community's need for a subject approach to information. The use of both general (Dublin Core) and domain specific (IEEE Learning Object Metadata/IMS Metadata) metadata schemas for learning resource discovery suggests that library classification could be used for subject description. There are several reasons why this indexing language might be suitable for the indexing of education resources. The paper will explain the reasoning behind the application of Universal Decimal Classification in the EASEL (Educator's Access to Services in the Electronic Landscape - http://www.fdgroup.com/easel) project. EASEL deploys two Dublin Core and several different application profiles of LOM i.e. IMS Metadata and this paper will explain how these two types of metadata support the use of classification. 

Online education and access to resources
Online education is a large field that envolves many different domains such as academic, publishing, research, government and business. An orientation towards lifelong learning and an interest in distance learning, coupled with the availability of a large amount of digital material facilitated through powerful information and communication technology, leads to a wide range of innovations, products and research in the education arena. An enormous number of software tools are available to design and publish learning material and this results in the heterogeneous nature of instructional material that is not easy to discover and reuse. Numerous projects researching these issues have contributed towards the existence of national and international information gateways and services to educational material such as the Education Network of Australia (EdNA - http://www.edna.edu.au/EdNA), European Schoolnet (http://www.en.eun.org/eun.org2/eun/en), The Gateway to Educational Material (GEM - http://www.thegateway.org) and many others. Revolving around general issues of knowledge representation, this domain is very interested in interoperability and information exchange across domains, subject areas, languages and geopolitical boundaries. The educational sector is particularly active in its attempt to harmonize standards and avoid duplication of effort on the level of learning resource management, and metadata in particular. This results in the development of standards for educational metadata that describe resources from the point of view of their role and place in the curriculum and pedagogical context but also from the point of their intellectual content. Some of the fora involved in these issues are European CEN/ISSS Learning Technology Group, Instructional Management Systems (IMS), IEEE Learning Technology Standardization Committee, Education Working Group of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DC Education), Aviation Industry CBT Committee (AICC http://www.aicc.org), Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL http://www.adlnet.org), ARIADNE Foundation (http://www.ariadne-eu.org) etc.(see further in Bacsich et al., 1999). As a consequence of these activities, online education has a strong metadata standard candidate in the IEEE Learning Object Metadata schema (IEEE LOM). The IMS metadata workgroup that contributed to the development of IEEE LOM, has also created an application profile with an XML encoding solution based on the LOM: IMS Meta-data. Amongst the more recent developments that promotes interoperability outside the education sector, is the proposal for the extension of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set for educational purposes (DCEd).


Information management and resource discovery in the online education
Gateways to online educational material are entirely dependent on metadata based information management and the supporting architecture. This is because of the heterogeneous nature of learning objects and their availability in a variety of forms and formats. Learning material can, for instance, be passive (information flow from the resource to the user) or interactive (information flow from the user to the learning object). The electronic learning environment can offer material that is adaptive on the basis of different criteria within the user profile (prerequisites, learning preference, learning ability etc.). From the point of view of granularity, learning resources can be anything from the entire material leading to a degree, or a single web page, graph or image. The consequence of this reality is the plethora of metadata schemas and their variants already in use in electronic learning environments worldwide. Typically, metadata implementers would start from simple resource discovery schemas like Dublin Core and then add the elements necessary to describe learning material. This is the situation that prompted the development of  the IEEE LOM standard some 6 years ago. 
With the objective of providing information access to a specialised profile of users, information services usually choose a "third party view" approach to information management (Vellucci, 1999). This means that information resources are going to be harvested, selected, described and made available by information specialists and the final result will be a repository of standalone metadata records that are used for resource discovery in order to contribute to its effective use. Standalone metadata (metadata repository), or in more traditional terms: a catalogue of the resources, becomes the prevalent approach for specialised information services and the educational domain has adopted this model. Information management in online education will thus often be characterised by standalone metadata (usually created by a third-party and not by the author of the resource), XML encoding and an XML metadata repository. As mentioned before, there are numerous schemas in use but those said to be predominant are simply different application profiles of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set and LOM or IMS (which can be treated as one schema). These two schemas, recommend the use of a bibliographic indexing language, in particular library classification, for subject description. This paper will address some of the practical approaches in the use of library classification in educational metadata using the example of the EASEL project, which is one of many European research projects in this field


Subject description in IEEE LOM /IMS and Dublin Core metadata
The IEEE LOM schema and IMS Metadata profile based upon it have a large number of descriptive elements and attributes organised into 9 descriptive blocks 

1
GENERAL (title, language, description, keywords, coverage, catalogue)
6
RIGHTS (price, copyright)
2
LIFECYCLE (author, publisher, version....)
7
RELATION
3
METAMETADATA (scheme, language, author...)
8
ANNOTATION
4
TECHNICAL  (format, size, requirements...)
9
EXTERNAL CLASSIFICATION
5
EDUCATIONAL (learning time, difficulty level, interactivity level...)


The standard itself specifies the syntax and semantics of learning object metadata and attributes required to describe a learning object. The elements of this metadata schema are organised into a hierarchical structure. It is also worth mentioning that this schema with XML encoding serves not only as a framework for resource discovery (such as Dublin Core) but is designed both as a metadata schema and format for automated information management. When one examines the area devoted to subject description of a resource, on may find strange that this is divided between keywords and coverage in block 1 (general) and block 9 - external classification. Also, the definition and guideline for coverage does not indicate that coverage refers to the subject of the document. The names of the elements in this schema are not always self-explanatory and very often the present terminology has an entirely different meaning from the one in bibliographic practice. A good illustration of this is the way the IMS schema uses the terms classification or taxonomy as explained in the following text by Thomas D. Wason:  "...A taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary of terms and phrases... The most typical form of taxonomy is hierarchy.... A taxonomy provides a controlled vocabulary for populating fields or taxonpaths. A taxonomy may be used for two majoru reasons: 1) to limit the choices of field values to a controlled set 2) to use terms that are defined by a known source. The simplest  taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary" (Wason, Thomas D., 2000, pp. 1).  
It is obvious that "controlled vocabulary" as described here only partly relates to the controlled vocabulary as understood and used in the bibliographic world. The taxonomy Wason describes in his Taxonomy guide could be, for instance, a list of learning resource types such as: exercise, simulation, questionnaire, diagram, figure, graph, index, slide, table, narrative text, exam, experiment, problem statement and self assessment. Or it could be an enumerated list of terms, such as interactivity level: 0 [very low], 1 [low], 2 [medium], 3 [high], or 4 [very high]. At the same time Wason's taxonomy can be classification that has purpose discipline which is the equivalent to classification in the sense of an indexing language as used in the bibliographic domain. The LOM and IMS schemas (and Wason’s explanation), do not make a distinction between vocabulary when used to describe the subject of a resource and vocabulary used to describe its formal characteristics or educational functions. From the point of view of the information model or XML encoding, there is no reason to differentiate the two. 
It would be wrong to hastily draw conclusions about the way LOM treats the subject of the resource. This schema gives good provision for subject description. If one ignores the potential terminological dissonance and structural curiosities, it should be noted that the schema offers not only the possibility to describe resources with keywords and coverage but that block 9 external classification makes good provisions for an indexing language
<classification>
	<purpose>discipline</purpose>
	<taxonpath>
		<source>UDC</source>
		<taxon>
			<id>004</id>
			<entry>Computer science and technology. Computing</entry>
		</taxon>
		<taxon>
			<id>004.7</id>
			<entry>Network</entry>
		</taxon>
<taxon>
			<id>004.73</id>
			<entry>Network according to the area covered</entry>
		</taxon>
<taxon>
			<id>004.738</id>
			<entry>Network interconnection</entry>
		</taxon>
<taxon>
			<id>004.738.5</id>
			<entry>Internet</entry>
		</taxon>
	</taxonpath>
</classification>

This is an example of subject description using UDC classification in IMS metadata in the EASEL project. It is obvious that this schema has a format particularly suitable for machine readability of classification hierarchy and allows an indexing language to be fully exploited.
The other schema often used in education, Dublin Core Metadata Set (DCMES), although closer to bibliographic metadata, is actually more rudimentary when it comes to subject description. The reason is the intentional simplicity and interoperability of the format. Nevertheless, Qualified Dublin Core allows keywords and library classification (or some other indexing language to be announced and used in the subject element) and also provides the facilities for element coverage to be used, although again does not explain the close relationship between coverage (temporal and spatial) and subject. In standalone metadata encoded in XML, DCMES would look like the example below:
a) when using keywords to describe subject of the resource that speaks about object-oriented databases and object-oriented data model:
<dc>
<subject>object-oriented data model</subject>
<subject>object-oriented databases</subject>
<subject>OODBS</subject>
</dc> 
b) when using library classification to describe the subject of the same resource 
<dc>
<subject scheme = "udc">004.652.5</subject>
<subject scheme = "udc">004.65.045</subject>
</dc>


Educational metadata and classification
Subject access to resources is an important issue for online education. Although this is often stated for the Internet as a whole(Koch, 1997; Kwasnik, 1999; Hodge, 2000), the educational domain is a specific area that might appreciate subject access to resources the most. Education is based on the knowledge framework and scientific consensus that is normally present in accompanying and supporting literature, thus the tools used for information organisation and indexing in libraries can be easily applied to access learning material. It is only logical that library classification has already found its place in learning object metadata as illustrated in the previous section.
There are several reasons why library classification as a knowledge framework has a special place in the representation of learning material. Whenever one needs to index and browse resources that span the whole of knowledge, general library classification is an appropriate aide to this task, whether one uses it as a source of terms or mimic its structure. Gateways to online learning material have to provide very powerful search functionality and enable resource discovery on specific topic levels. Such a gateway should provide the student or educator, for instance in the field of Computer sciences, with the facility to search for specific terms such as e.g. Bacchus Naur Form or BNF or  normalisation. It is of equal importance for those involved in education to be able to browse through the subject area and look, for example, at material available in the broader areas of database management systems,  database design or computer architecture in general. While classification will not support specific searches and will not provide user friendly terms for the search, it will enable browsing of the subject field . Classification will also help to contextualise search terms to the relevant area. Therefore if the system is designed to support this function a terms such as architecture and design can be linked using classification structures to either the field of computers or the field of building architecture, and help the user to place his search in to appropriate context.
Often, educational gateways merge material in different languages. Many projects supported by the European Union, for instance, are addressing the issue of international gateways in the area of education. Much learning material on a fine granular level such as images, graphs or sound are not language sensitive, and a large amount of resources used in the field of philology, arts or humanities needs to be in its original language. In these cases, using language independent indexing tools such as classification can help in information exchange and collection merging.
Although the need to deploy library classification might appear obvious, metadata implementers outside the library domain often lack the necessary expertise in deciding which classification, if any, would suit their needs. It is always sensible to suggest to these users, that library classification is a rich vocabulary that can be used as a source of terms and a reference tool for different kinds of taxonomies and relations within a particular subject field. Classification can be used as a control mechanism for the keywords and their distribution in the process of indexing. Once encoded in metadata, classification is a valuable source for a browsing function through fields of knowledge and although hidden from the end user it can always help in subject navigation or mapping to competing indexing languages. Most of these simple tasks can be performed with very little investment in the system.

EASEL: an example of an indexing approach
The EASEL project is one of many European projects concerned with the issues surrounding learning resource discovery. Although EASEL is primarly interested in the reuse of distributed learning material through the function called the course constructor kit - the whole concept is based on rich metadata and powerful searching across distant metadata repositories. When looking into subject description, EASEL partners have agreed on the following requirements for indexing tools: a) extensible and flexible alphabetical indexing covering the whole area of knowledge in order to enable user friendly searching,  b) a taxonomy to enable hierarchical browsing on the search gateways,  c) possible language independent identifiers of the subject for vocabulary control and maintenance. 
For the purpose of simplicity it was decided to use natural language terms in the form of keywords that are going to be used alongside Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) UDC Consortium (http://www.udcc.org) has granted the permission to the extraction of the Master Reference File for free for the research purposes of the project. in order to enable control and consistency. The reasons UDC was chosen are:  size of vocabulary (62000 terms), hierarchical structure, synthetic feature.  During the indexing process and metadata population, the UDC schema is used not only for indexing, but also as a source of keyword vocabulary and a reference tool for related subject areas, synonyms or hierarchical relationships. The basic set of keywords is always extracted from the classification schedules and more specific terms are added when appropriate. This is a simple but efficient way of imposing some kind of minimal control during indexing. 
With regards to the search gateway, UDC is planned to be used for browsing the taxonomy as well as to contextualise the keywords providing the technology employed will allow the full exploitation of this potential. Learning material available through the EASEL search gateway is described in several metadata schemas and different application profiles of these schemas are encoded in XML. Partners are free to use any metadata providing they submit the XML schema that is used to parse their XML encoding. Some partners have used Dublin Core extended with Dublin Core Education Elements while others are using existing versions of LOM and IMS Metadata. Heterogeneous metadata is the reason for EASEL to explore the Resource Description Framework architecture( RDF) and its potential in the cross metadata and distributed search. The RDF search gateway with a Semantic Registry allows discovery across distributed metadata repositories EASEL leading partner for RDF Remote Search Gateways / Semantic Registry is Institute of Learning & Research Technologies (ILRT), Bristol, UK (Jan Grant,  jan.grant@bristol.ac.uk). An RDF data-model allows expression of properties and relationships for each uniquely identified semantic unit originating from different metadata schemas held in the Semantic Registry. The Semantic Registry could be described as a collection of descriptions of metadata classes, fields and values and the relationships between them. During the search, RDF looks for data elements that describe the content in the remote metadata repository and then looks up their definitions in the Semantic Registry. The RDF schema is extensible and therefore very suitable for the distributed environment and its unpredictable content. 
For subject searching, SR could for instance, express the relations of two competing vocabularies through representational facets. In the following graph “hasSubject” is a normal property; “hasUDCRep” and “hasKeywordsRep” are representational facets.
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It is the intention of EASEL to explore whether an RDF search gateway based on a similar model can meet expected needs. A Semantic Registry could prove to be a good model of having a classification that helps organisation of information behind the scenes. 
It should be noted that metadata is merely a way of structuring and storing data about information resources. How this data is going to be used by the system architecture, and what functions will be based on the available data is not proscribed by the metadata schema or by the information model that is basis of that schema. In the example of the RDF/SR architecture, for instance, it is possible to see technological solutions that may determine the choice of the indexing language or the indexing policy. The evaluation of the EASEL gateway will show whether or not some aspects of classification can be easily implemented and exploited with this technology. 
Also when it comes to subject description, metadata schemas do not make any suggestions regarding indexing policy (e.g. exhaustivity, specificity, relations, or the use of compounds or complex terms). The choice or format of indexing terms (keywords or classification numbers) is completely open. Should keywords be in plural or singular should they (e.g. database / databases), should synonyms be listed and acronyms spelled out (e.g. object-oriented databases / OODBS) etc. When it come to classification, the indexing policy is even more important. But even more importantly, the information model that serves as a basis for metadata encoding has to support the decision on how particular elements and terms in classification should be encoded and how to encode hierarchies to make them machine readable using XML or machine understandable using RDF.  These issues would be partly solved if an appropriate standardised format (XML/RDF) for representation of indexing languages would be used to hold classification scheme. Good examples for the better approach in handling vocabularies could be found in the field of lexicography, these are, for instance, OLIF (Open Lexicon Interchange Format) and TMF (Terminological Markup Framework). Deciding on an indexing policy using traditional and traditionally digitised tools requires expertise in both the indexing language and system architecture. Indexing tools such as classification can be well exploited in many ways in spite of the lack of an appropriate machine readable format. Possible development of new indexing tools requires more expertise, time and money than metadata implementers are prepared to invest and library classification might prove to be good alternative.

Conclusion
The interest in alphabetical indexing languages and classifications stretches beyond the bibliographic/library environment. Communities currently involved in metadata activities, such as education, have already become involved in metadata creation and are interested in deploying existing indexing tools. Metadata standards, such as Dublin Core or IEEE LOM/IMS are making provisions for and are recommending the use of library classification. However, metadata itself only gives the "room" to store classification data while the full exploitation of this data depends on the system.
When classification is chosen, a certain expertise is necessary to recognise whether a particular scheme is suitable for the role and whether the system architecture and metadata encoding can support its full functionality. The EASEL differs from other education projects in that it attempts to make sensible use of library classification. In this project, classification is used as a source of indexing terms and a reference tool to control simple keyword indexing as well as the basis for the subject browsing taxonomy. Full implementation and evaluation of an RDF search gateway with a Semantic Registry capturing classification relationships will show whether or not there is room for improvement in the way classification can be further exploited in resource discovery.
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